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Dale Cooper Quartet & The Dictaphones - Quatorze Pieces de Menace (2013)

  

    01. Brosme en Dos-vert [00:21:31]  02. Nourrain Quinquet [00:08:15]  03. Calbombe
camoufle Fretin [00:03:43]  04. Oribus Sustente Lingue [00:00:55]  05. L'escolier Serpent
Éolipile [00:02:36]  06. La Ventrée Rat De Cave [00:09:43]  07. Il Bamboche Empereurs
[00:09:12]  08. Celadon Bafre [00:03:07]  09. Ignescence Black-bass Recule [00:07:03]  10.
Mange Tanche [00:02:17]  11. Lampyre Bonne Chère [00:05:26]        Guitar – Cyril Pansal     
Performer – Christophe Mével, Gaël Loison, Yannick Martin      Saxophone – Krystian Sarrau    
 Trumpet – Philippe Champion      Voice – Alicia Merz, Gaëlle Kerrien, Ronan Mac Erlaine, Zalie
Bellacicco    

 

  

Nighttime. Outside, a storm goes wild. No sign of people in the streets, the rain pours down
hard. Lightning pierces the dark sky, thunder rumbles. Somewhere, in the past, in the middle of
a raging sea, down in an old ship’s squeaking bilge, or maybe far away on a haunted island,
deep inside a secret mountain cave, a priest or maybe a witch doctor, performs some kind of
ancient ritual—an exorcism or maybe an evocation.

  

Quatorze Pièces de Menace is Dale Cooper Quartet & the Dictaphones’ second album for the
mighty Denovali imprint, and third in total. The images it conjures up are strange, eerie,
mystical, and of course, menacing.

  

The music is not constricted by structures, it does not obey any rules. The flow is free,
unpredictable and occasionally wild. At some parts dense and heavy, but mostly spacious and
always gripping, the eleven compositions ebb and flow, stab and caress, shake and sedate,
with assertiveness, consistency and wistfulness that convey a sense of a ritual and sometimes
a prayer. Saxophones howl, guitars weep and saw, keyboards shimmer, odd effects strike with
fierceness. Ghostly, lyrically-infused vocals bewitch, a trumpet croons, strokes of drums pound.
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The textural quality makes the music sound as if it was recorded down in an old castle’s
dungeon or haunted corridors. Diving into Quatorze Pièces de Menace requires a dark, stormy
winter night, maybe even a cup of tea or a glass of wine and a few candles. It is certainly easier
to dive into its depths this way. Easily digested? No. Worth being a part of a colorful music
collection? Definitely. Dark jazz at its most hallucinatory form. --- igloomag.com
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